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Letter toTHE TRADE
How is 2022 going for you?
I’ll be honest with you – so far, I am enjoying
this year. January started a little slow, but
Tucson certainly picked up steam in February
and March, which makes me very excited for
the spring and fall.
Even though it’s the second half of the
school year, 2022 has been pretty good to
the University of Arizona. We’re so proud of
our men’s and women’s basketball teams,
and really looking forward to baseball and
softball seasons. Coors Light and Corona
have continued their alliance with Arizona
Athletics and it’s great to see the success of
so many different programs.
With St. Patrick’s Day behind us, we can now focus on another major
celebration: Cinco de Mayo. Mexican imports have been on fire for quite
some time now, and they show no signs of slowing down. Finley’s portfolio
of Mexican brands – Dos Equis, Modelo, Corona, Tecate and Sol –
is unmatched.
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Besides the massive appeal of these classic brands, they’re also staying
fresh with consumers by introducing new flavors. Dos Equis Lime & Salt
and Dos Equis Ranch Water have brought new drinkers, while products like
Modelo Cheladas or the new Modelo Cantarito or Corona Seltzerita expand
the category. We expect big things this Cinco de Mayo with our authentic
Mexican brands, and I’d encourage you to go deep this April and May; talk
to your Route Manager about new and exciting products to fully capitalize on
this upcoming holiday.
There’s a lot more I could touch on but, at the end of the day, we’re
all just happy to be in the business we’re in. Enjoy this issue of Heady
Times – there’s a lot of great information here, and it’s all to help you in
your business.
Thank you for your continued partnership. Cheers!
Dennis Shields

President

Heady Times is published four times a year, courtesy
of Finley Distributing Co., LLC.

DeliveringTHE TASTE OF EXCELLENCE
Finley People Get The Job Done
Tito Castro
Route Manager – South Side

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? 20 years
Where were you born? Superior, Arizona.
What’s your favorite part of your job? I’ve been in the wholesale
beer business for 30 years. The people I have worked with and the
relationships I have established in the community are very rewarding and
make me feel good about what I do every day. There has been a lot of
ups and downs in my 30+ years in the industry, but the good definitely
outweighs the bad.
What Finley brand(s) do you like to enjoy in your free time?
Mother’s milk – Coors Banquet.
What do you love best about Tucson? It’s always beer-drinking time.
Tell us a little about your family. My favorite beer-drinking partner, Lori,
and I have been married for 9 years. We love our weekend getaways that
involve good times, positive vibes and good eats and drinks. We have
four kids whose ages range from 22-34, and we are so proud of them
and their partners’ accomplishments. Our granddaughter, who is 2 and a
half years old, makes life fun and keeps us youthful.

Norman Hamilton
Merchandiser

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? I’ve been with
Finley for nine years.
Where were you born? I was born here in Tucson.
What’s your favorite part of your job? I enjoy being creative with my
work. Doing events on the weekends means I get to see a lot of new
things that I wouldn’t normally go out of my way to enjoy.
What Finley brand(s) do you like to enjoy in your free time? My
go-to beers are Corona Premier, Modelo and Dos Equis.
What do you love best about Tucson? I enjoy riding the trails and
Tucson’s mountain views.
Tell us a little about your family. I have three boys and one girl. The
boys are 8, 13, and 19. My daughter is 14.
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CoverSTORY
Single-Serves Ace the Competition

By “serving up” your best assortment of single-serve beverages, your bottom-line wins game,
set & match.

A

fter years of declining sales, Americans have rediscovered
single-serve beverages, purchasing them everywhere they
are sold cold. Perfect for on-the-go & away-from-home
occasions, these profit-friendly packages check all the boxes for
today’s busy shoppers.
To characterize the business climate of the last two
years as “challenging” is an understatement. But as
upending as the pandemic was, it brought into clear focus
how today’s consumer shops and what they expect from a
successful retail experience.
The COVID lockdown and our prolonged at-home
experience changed us. In fact, Google Insights, a free
data analysis service offered by the search engine, says
that the pandemic “redefined how we work, shop and
live.” For the consumer, it reset expectations more than
anything else. From the safety of their sofas, consumers –
some of whom had never entertained e-commerce before
– saw products & flavors they may never have considered
before right in the palm of their hands. Then, of course,
there’s the Amazon Prime effect that has stoked the
flames of “I know what I want. And I want it NOW.”
The lessons learned from the pandemic, according to
UK retail analyst Vera Hartmuth, are that consumers
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are increasingly demanding convenience and instant
gratification in their shopping experiences. They value
the ability to buy quickly and easily. This is particularly
true for millennial and Gen Z customers, who will not be
loyal to retailers who do not cater to (or anticipate) their
changing needs.

So, what’s the important take-away for anyone
selling beverage alcohol?
It doesn’t matter how YOU define your business –
distributor, restaurant, tavern, deli or bodega – unless
convenience is a recognizable feature of your brand, you
will lose customers to outlets offering a cold, well-curated
assortment of easily shoppable single-serves.

Meanwhile on the supply side…
Brewers were also affected by the pandemic. The old
adage – brands are built on-premise – no longer applied.
As bars and restaurants were shuttered, millions of gallons
of kegged beer languished in basements, eventually going
out of code. Any manufacturer that was interested in sales
outside of a tasting room had to shift its focus from draught
to package, usually single-serve cans. And where was the
best place to get noticed by consumers in a brick ’n mortar
setting? Why, in the cold box… a.k.a. the “Centre Court” of
Wimbledon-worthy, grand slam, pride-of-place competition.

CoverSTORY
“It all comes down to executing a plan with the flow, space allocation and assortment consumers want.”
– Leila Abdollahian,
Constellation’s Director of Off-Premise Sales

Beer Business Daily characterized this competition as both
a “rush to the cold box” and a “rush to convenience.”
The loss of the on-premise wasn’t the only thing fueling
the competition, though. An explosion of flavors in all
categories and innovations (seltzers, ranch water, RTD
cocktails, hop water, etc.) resulted in an even bigger
explosion of SKUs, each one clamoring for eye-level real
estate. It was the paradox of choice on steroids, causing
confusion for retailers and consumers alike.

How to be the King of your Court
Of the top three money-making tennis champions who
know how to handle the stress of Centre Court (Novak
Djokovic, Rafael Nadal & Roger Federer), you want to be
Swiss-born Federer. While Nadal and Djokovic succumb
to their emotions, RF – that’s his brand name – is cool,
studied, methodical and always efficient. Roger makes it
look easy because he’s got a plan. To be the King of your

Lead with Single-Serve
•	Since single-serve and multipack occasions rarely
overlap (10% of the time a consumer buys a
single‑serve and multipack together), creating a
single-serve destination enables easier shopping and
maximizes sales.
Organize Singles by Price Point and Segment
•	Sets the stage for 2 for $ pricing (if you buy 2, you
get a deal), which increases units per buyer and
encourages incremental spend.
•	Large brand presence results in a stronger visual
reminder that boosts total brand sales by +10-30%.
Place the Most Incremental Brands at Eye-Level and
Near the Handle
•	Brands that move from hinge to handle position
increased sales by 8%.
Organize Multipacks by Segment
•	Move from high-end to low-end, with the most
recognizable brands in vertical brand blocks.
•	Place AABs (Alternative Adult Beverages) at the
beginning of the multipack flow, and adjacent to
AAB single-serves – keeping this segment out of the
middle of multipack beer is key.

$

Court, you need a plan based upon retail science, one
that makes the most of your finite resources. Only then
can you hit the passing shots that are proven winners to
dominate the competition.
Constellation’s Leila Abdollahian, Director of Off-Premise
Sales in the company’s eastern territory, might not describe
herself an expert on the science of easily shoppable, singleserve shelf sets, but she’s darn close. As was discussed
previously in this article, the shopper has changed.
Abdollahian says that shelf sets need to reflect those
changes too. She has data proving that a shelf arranged
to mimic how shoppers think when standing in front of the
cooler provides the easy, quick and convenient experience
they expect & demand. In other words, you’ll sell more.
“It all comes down to executing a plan with the flow,
space allocation and assortment consumers want,”
Abdollahian explains.

What % of shoppers already
planned to shop for beer?

76%

What % of shoppers don’t
know what brand they will
purchase?

51%

What is the average shop
time in c-stores?

31
secs

How many beer brands do
shoppers consider?

2 to 3

Where is the ultimate
shopper purchase decision
made?

At the
Shelf

RESULT: UP TO +4 to +6% CATEGORY DOLLAR SALES LIFT
www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.42
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CoverSTORY
The Plan
Step One: More SKUs don’t mean more sales. It’s time
to DQ the underperformers.
Since 2015, the number of malt-based SKUs has grown by 48%,
but has your shelf space doubled? Probably not. Is it possible that
you’re offering your customers too many choices, making it difficult
for them to A. make a decision, and B. find what they want?
Eliminate anything that is redundant in favor of a smaller, curated
assortment of your market’s best-sellers. IRI found that by cutting
20% of the SKUs stocked (mostly declining brands and redundant
packages), sales actually increase by 5%.

Step Two: What makes a shelf set easily shoppable and
why does it matter?
Your assortment of single-serves (the best-sellers in your market) need
to be presented in a way that reflects the way the shopper thinks to
simplify & quicken the decision making process. Organize the packages
by price point and segment. Create strong visual cues by grouping
brands to boost sales. These things matter because the average
amount of time a shopper spends in front of a cooler is 31 seconds.

Step Three: Space allocation.
Allocate space based on future sales per product segment so the
set satisfies the shoppers’ needs moving forward. Favor the highend, which is driving 100% of category growth.

First Prize… The small format consumer.
Small format consumers are to be prized because they are driving
demand for high-end beer, flavors and high-alcohol products.
Retailers can capitalize on this by becoming a destination for these
products. Additionally, these consumers make 30% more shopping
trips than the average beer buyer per year. Typically, they are slightly
younger, more multicultural and are between the ages of 26 – 55.
The small format consumer is largely focused on immediate and
occasion-based needs like satisfying a personal craving or feeling
the need for relaxation. Over the pandemic, if this customer
strayed from their usual purchase, it was to try a new flavor or
brand, and we know that the variety of adult beverages available in
the single-serve format grew exponentially.
A loyal customer is the prize that keeps on giving. They are looking to
get in and get out efficiently from a place they trust that they know
has what they’re looking for. While they know that variety can be
limited, they will return to stores that have the brands they recognize.
“You look at the best in the world, Roger Federer,” says top coach
Scott Parker. “You wouldn’t know if he’s two sets up or down. He
is levelheaded. He knows what works and sticks with the process.
That’s the way you win 20 Grand Slam titles.”
Check out our tips for setting up your cooler, trust the process &
dominate the tournament… Game, Set and Match.
4
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On average,
Singles represent

24%
of Total Beer
Dollar Sales and

62%
of Total Beer Unit
Sales in C-Stores

Feature
No-Mix Margaritas for Cinco de Mayo
Shake things up this May with no muss, no fuss RTDs.

C

ombining the taste of the most popular cocktail in the U.S. with the ease
and convenience of the RTD format, FMB margaritas are a no-brainer for
your customers’ Cinco de Mayo celebrations, whether they’re partying on
your patio or theirs.
Margarita-inspired FMBs have quickly become the next big thing
in RTDs, from hard seltzer variations to fuller-flavored FMBs. The
original cocktail is simple, flavorful and refreshing, meaning it
translates seamlessly into the FMB format, offering great taste
and convenience at a great price point for the retailer. Even better,
FMB margaritas offer every channel a piece of the Cinco cocktail pie. In
the on-premise, FMB margaritas keep your behind-the-bar operations
streamlined, freeing up precious time for your bartenders and waitstaff
when the Cinco rush hits. And in the off-premise, RTD margaritas are a
quick and easy option for any occasion, whether in slushy form, single
serves from the cold box or a variety pack that’s perfect for a party.

Cayman Jack has seen growth year
after year with Cayman Jack
Margarita. The OG flavor is included
in their first ever variety pack,
launched last year.

While the FMB margarita category has taken off
recently, plenty of great brands have been putting
in the work for years to make it what it is today.
Cayman Jack has seen growth year after year
with RTD cocktails like Cayman Jack Margarita.
They’re the #1 FMB cocktail brand as well as
the #1 margarita brand in FMBs/ RTDs, no
small feat in this growing category. Higher end
options like Crook & Marker Margarita, made
with organic supergrain alcohol, are also gaining
steam with consumers looking for healthier
options, making for the perfect addition to your
lineup, with great bang for your buck.

And there’s a new wave of hard seltzer
margaritas on the way. Truly Margarita burst
onto the scene in a big way this year with a
variety pack featuring Mango Chili, Classic
Lime, Strawberry Hibiscus and Watermelon
Cucumber margarita-style hard seltzers, as well
as solid packs of Classic Lime. The latest range
of Truly seltzers has already seen tremendous
The Truly Margarita Style Mix Pack results, snagging over 5% market share of hard
adds to Truly’s lineup of flavor- seltzer in just a month. Other big names in hard
packed hard seltzers and features
seltzer are following suit, with Topo Chico Hard
real ingredients like lime juice,
agave and sea salt. Seltzer launching a margarita variety pack in
April featuring Topo Chico’s mineral water and
four flavors that play into the authenticity of
the brand. Corona’s hotly anticipated Seltzerita is slated to debut this
spring, with a variety pack that includes authentic margarita flavors like
Classic Lime, Peach, Mango and Strawberry, each with a splash
of real Mexican lime juice. Smirnoff’s new Poco Pico variety pack will
feature a Spicy Margarita flavor, and Lone River Ranch Water Hard
Seltzer will launch Lone River RanchRita this April, a deliciously lighttasting margarita-style beverage made with real lime juice and organic
agave nectar.

But is this a trend that will last through
the summer? Experts say yes. A recent
study showed that Gen Z overwhelmingly
prefers FMBs to beer, from hard seltzers
and hard teas to malt-based RTD cocktails.
And when you add in that Gen Z’s favorite
spirit is tequila, RTDs that play on tequila
and tequila-based cocktails are sure to
continue to be a smash hit with younger
LDA consumers.

Even More-garitas:
The Newest MargaritaStyle Hard Seltzers
Topo Chico
Margarita Variety
A 12-pack variety
of cans will be
available in April and
features Topo Chico’s
mineral water in
each authentic flavor:
Signature Margarita, Strawberry
Hibiscus, Tropical Pineapple and
Prickly Pear.
Corona Seltzerita
The Corona
Seltzerita variety
pack features
authentic margarita
flavors like Classic
Lime, Peach,
Mango and
Strawberry.
Lone River RanchRita
Lone River RanchRita
will deliver a fullerbodied flavor profile
similar to the taste of
a classic margarita,
while leveraging what
consumers love about
Lone River Ranch Water
Hard Seltzer – its clean
taste and high-quality
ingredients.
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BreweryHIGHLIGHT
Borderlands Brewing Company

B

orderlands Brewing Company is one of Tucson’s oldest, and perhaps
most progressive, craft breweries. A favorite of craft beer fanatics and
casual drinkers alike, the forward-thinking haunt has created a space
that serves the Tucson community in both a socially and environmentally
responsible way. All told, Borderlands believes in brewing beers for the
people who live here, and in a way that promotes sustainability while
advancing Tucson’s economy.
Recently certified as a Tucson City of Gastronomy Beverage
Artisan (an honor bestowed on precious few), Borderlands
is thriving in a time when even big-name breweries are
fighting to keep their doors open. Heady Times sits down
with Director of Production Operations and Head Brewer
Ayla Kapahi to discuss the ways in which Borderlands has
evolved alongside the Tucson community.
Heady Times (HT): What challenges did the COVID19 pandemic present to Borderlands Brewing?
Ayla Kapahi (AK): The largest issues we had were supply
chain issues, namely with aluminum supplies. We had a
very difficult time with the canning shortage, trying to get
our hands on cans and lids. We were on wait lists up to six months, which
made it very difficult for our can-distributed products like Noche Dulce,
Lil’ Toole and Citrana. Now, brewers are having to deal with grain supply
issues due to drought, so this is something that we’re starting to come up
against. Almost forty percent of last year’s barley crop, which is supposed
to be dedicated to brewing, was not viable. This has caused not only a
shortage of grain, but also price increases for what is there. Breweries,
especially smaller breweries, are having to band together to place orders
together so we can have a larger purchasing power.
HT: Conversely, did the pandemic present any surprising
opportunities for the brewery?
AK: We had to completely shift our model from providing bar service to
operating like a restaurant. We did provide food before the pandemic
with our food truck, but all of a sudden you need four times the number
of staff; you have to hire a hosting staff and people dedicated to just
sanitizing and cleaning to make sure that folks feel safe eating and
drinking here. We also completely redid our patio. We had it paved and
added an outdoor bar to accommodate more socially-distanced seating.
Shifting to that restaurant model was very different and challenging, but
it provided us with an opportunity to utilize a space that we weren’t really
taking advantage of before.
HT: Are you seeing a wider range of clientele since shifting to the
new business model?
AK: Absolutely. Our tap room sales are the best they have ever been
since opening Borderlands. We really weren’t utilizing this large space
very efficiently, and COVID-19 fortunately made us think outside of the
box and forced us to get creative way in a lot of ways. One of our biggest
assets is all this wonderful space, so we decided to completely revamp it
and bring on full-time food. We have live music three times a week and
6
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Borderlands’ Director of Production Operations and Head Brewer
Ayla Kapahi

events probably four to five nights a week.
We almost always have something going
on; that allows us to take advantage of all
different kinds of crowds and opens us up
to new demographics.
HT: What criteria did you have to
meet in order to become a certified
Beverage Artisan with the Tucson City
of Gastronomy?
AK: A certain percentage of the ingredients
we use have to be heritage – meaning
native or local. We use BKW Farms for their
Sonoran white wheat, a grain that we brew
with. The white wheat grain that’s harvested
here is a native one that has been around
for hundreds of years. We also use local
prickly pear fruit in one of our beers, the
Prickly Pear Wheat. We do pride ourselves
on having a lot of Sonoran-influenced
southwestern beers, so that’s why we
have the Prickly Pear Wheat, the Horchata
Cream Ale, etc. We also choose to use a
lot of local businesses for other ingredient
suppliers, even down to our graphic design
and label producing. We are very proud of
our product, company, goals and values.
We believe in brewing beers for people who
live here.
HT: What sort of sustainability practices
does Borderlands implement in day-today operations?
AK: The water tracking software we use
has been a great asset because you don’t
really know what your energy or water
consumption is until you start tracking
it. About two and a half years ago, we
installed the software which has allowed us
to track our water usage ratio. The current
state ratio for water to beer usage is 5:1,

BreweryHIGHLIGHT
which means that for every gallon of beer, it
takes five gallons of water to produce it. Since
the use of the water tracking software, we’ve
gotten our ratio down to 2.7:1, which is actually
below the state’s recommended guideline for
aggressive water conservation. We really believe
that because we brew in the desert, we have a
duty to be responsible with our water.
HT: As far as Borderlands’ commitment
to community goes, how do you go about
creating an inclusive space for staff
and customers?
AK: Borderlands’ management and ownership
are directly reflective of the people who live and
work in Tucson, which is honestly something
that is pretty rare in craft beer. I’m really proud
that most of our managing staff and partners
are of mixed ethnicities and we speak multiple
languages. When I look around, I see that
we look like the people who live and work in
Tucson, which is great. We also notably have an
all-female production team. All of Borderlands’
beer is brewed by women. One big community
piece that is very important to us and very
near and dear to me is supporting women in
fermentation sciences. We started Southern
Arizona’s first chapter of Pink Boots, which
is a non-profit that supports women in the
fermentation beverage industry. We really pride
ourselves on being advocates and leaders for
women and minorities in craft beer. I am very
grateful that Borderlands consciously chooses
to take on these kinds of projects because it’s
a value that’s important to us. People vote with
their dollars when they purchase beer, and we
believe the Tucson community supports those
values as well.

Borderlands Signature Brews
Noche Dulce Vanilla Porter
Notes of cocoa, espresso, and delicately
roasted barley blend nicely with real
Mexican vanilla beans. This mediumbodied, highly sippable beer is a
local favorite.

Toole Avenue Hazy IPA
This award-winning, juicy, hazy, New
England style IPA brewed with Citra,
Mosaic & Amarillo Hops has notes of
citrus with a fruit-backed bite.

Citrana Southwestern Gose
Citrana is a sour brewed with traditional
coriander, salt and cardamom. It’s citrusy,
refreshing and a great introduction to
sour beers in general.

Prickly Pear Wheat
Local organic prickly pear juice adds the
beautiful color and flavor to this easydrinking German-American wheat beer.

HT: What sets Borderlands apart from other
local craft breweries?
AK: Honestly, I think I have to go back to what I
had mentioned previously about us taking pride
in directly representing the people who live
and work in Tucson. It’s fairly common that the
setting craft brewers are in doesn’t necessarily
reflect the greater community. We’ve never
wanted anyone to feel like when they come
into our establishment that we are beer snobs,
or bougie, or feel like they don’t belong. We
want craft beer to be really approachable for
folks. One thing I think is really great about this
location specifically is we do get such a diverse
range of craft beer drinkers. We really like that
approachability we have about craft beer. We
are catering to a very wide range of folks who
rest all along the beer spectrum.
www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.42
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IndustrySPOTLIGHT
Get to Know New Belgium’s
Arizona Brewery Rep (a.k.a.
Beer Ranger) Chris Campanile

C

HRIS CAMPANILE, BY VIRTUE OF NECESSITY, IS A JACK OF ALL
trades. As New Belgium Brewing’s AZ Beer Ranger, a typical day
for Campanile is anything but ordinary. In executing everything from
promos and samplings to building POS displays, Campanile is helping
to build a brand that continues to grow year after year, even in light of a
pandemic that has shuttered many a brewery.
Heady Times (HT): How did you get your start in the beer industry?
Chris Campanile (CC): I got my start in the beer industry bartending at
Javelina Cantina at the Double Tree Hotel – which is now Noble Hops. I
then found a home at Finley Distributing where, over the years (and in a
handful of positions), I picked up most of my industry knowledge.
HT: What does a typical day at work look like for you?
CC: A typical day for me is not always so typical. I do everything: visit
accounts to build relationships, sample and sell in new items, put up
POS and displays, execute product launches, meet with distributor
partners, run account promos and beer festivals, put out fires, and
start them. My role with NBB takes me all over 3 distributor territories
including Finley’s footprint and my “Home Market”.
HT: What is your favorite part of your job?
CC: My favorite part of my job with NBB is the opportunity to work with so
many of my friends. I represent a brand that I really do believe in. I enjoy
watching all of our combined efforts within Distributors and Sales Teams
grow an already strong brand year after year. NBB really is a fantastic
company to be a part of because I’m challenged and rewarded in many ways.
HT: Following Fat Tire’s certification as America’s first carbon
neutral beer back in 2020, New Belgium has committed to making
their entire repertoire of beers carbon neutral by 2030. Why is
environmentalism such a big focus for New Belgium?
CC: Environmentalism is very important to NBB because this is the only
home we have! Taking care of it, and each other, is the only way to
preserve it for our future. The more people that follow this responsible
way of approaching conservational issues, the more progress we will
make in supporting a successful future for all.
HT: In 2020, New Belgium was named one of the “Best Places to
Work” by Outside Magazine. How does New Belgium foster such a
positive environment for employees?
CC: NBB employees are part of something special. We strive to set a
positive example in our industry and to include everyone. We are listened
to and have the opportunity to express needs, wants and concerns. We
are an ever-evolving company dedicated to not only making world class
beers, but also to making the world a better place. Mix in some FUN and
there is your recipe for “Best Place to Work”.
HT: New Belgium continues to build its brand and grow in a time
when many craft breweries are struggling to keep the doors open.
What’s the secret?
8
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CC: Delicious beers, Voodoo Ranger,
innovation, Voodoo, some smart rebranding
and, oh yeah, Voodoo! Everything from
flavor, style, ABV, rotating offerings,
marketing and the support of distributors
and retailers makes Voodoo Ranger and
New Belgium as a whole a successful
brand. And, of course, a fan base of fun,
loving, crazy and adventurous drinkers
helps too.
HT: New Belgium has seen some big
changes in recent months, including
a merger with Bell’s Brewery. What
opportunities does this merger between
two of the nation’s craft-brewing
powerhouses present to New Belgium?
CC: The merging of two iconic companies
like NBB & Bell’s creates so many new
opportunities for our employees, partners,
and customers. You’re really going to have
the best of both worlds. We’re partnering
two brewery teams with vast brewing,
sales and marketing experience, which
translates to much more support for retail
and distributor partners all around. Most
importantly, I am looking forward to a
delicious and consistent beer portfolio that
will be putting smiles on faces all over the
country for another 30 years.

Why You ShouldBE SELLING…
College Street Big Blue Van

W

hen you think about Lake Havasu, you probably picture warm
summer days perfect for boating, fishing and chilling on the beach.
But, did you know this tourist hot spot is also the birthplace of one
of the fastest-growing beers in the Finley Distributing portfolio? We’re talking
about College Street Brewhouse’s Big Blue Van, a wheat beer infused with
flavors of blueberry and vanilla.
Self-described as “Havasu’s hippest brewhouse & pub”, College Street is
focused on creating one-of-a-kind handcrafted, award-winning beers. And
while the brewhouse and pub have a wide variety of options, there’s no
question that Big Blue Van is helping College Street quickly become one
of the top brewers in Arizona.

Jason Helart, Head of Brewery Operations, and JT Spencer, VP of
Sales & Distribution

“It’s nice to have a beer people love this much.”
The base of Big Blue Van is a classic American-style wheat ale. Brewers
experimented with the wheat base, adding blueberry puree and extract,
while also taking care to make sure the final product wasn’t too sweet.
They landed on a mixture of blueberry, blackberry and vanilla flavors –
and customers responded.
Head of Brewery Operations Jason Helart
has been with College Street for 9 years now
and, though he wasn’t one of the original
creators of Big Blue Van, he’s had a lot to do
with bringing this beer from the taproom to
store shelves. Recognizing the huge potential
of the beer, they worked on bringing it to
the masses.
“We had to make some changes to make it
stable enough to package,” Helart says. “It
took us about 2 years to get it into a bottle.”
Once in bottles, College Street was able to
get distribution in Phoenix, AZ, increasing
Big Blue Van’s reach and, consequently,
popularity. Around 2015, they began
transitioning from bottles to cans, and sales
nearly doubled.
Finley Distributing picked up College Street and
began distributing Big Blue Van here in Tucson and southern Arizona in
2014. Today, this one brand is nearly 30x the size it was back then. Yes,
you read that correctly. Big Blue Van from College Street Brewhouse is
almost 30x the size it was less than a decade ago.
And though they did hit a little snag during the pandemic (who wasn’t
affected by supply chain issues?), College Street has made considerable
effort to sustain steady growth, always pushing to expand the brewery
and increase capacity. They increased production nearly 40% in 2021,
and they’re currently in the process of adding over 9,000 square feet of

With 72% of sales coming from outside distribution, College Street
recognizes the importance of increasing production space

production space plus a new canning line.
Everything should be up and running by the
end of this year.
Why should you be selling Big Blue Van?
“This beer is unique. There’s nothing
else like it,” says John Hubbard, Finley
Distributing’s Chain Sales Manager.
“Besides being local, it’s a fantastic
alternative to heavy IPAs or your prototypical
Hefeweizen.”
The bottom line is that people love this beer.
Wherever it’s brought in, it sells. Surprisingly,
there are still a lot of people in Arizona who
aren’t familiar with Big Blue Van but, once
they try it, they’re hooked. “Everyone seems
to associate a different memory with this
beer,” says Helart. “Blueberry pancakes or
blueberry muffins or something else – but
the taste resonates with everyone.”
So when you’re working on your offerings
for spring and summer, add Big Blue Van to
your “must have” list. Your consumers will
thank you for it, and you’ll end up saying
the same thing about it that its brewer
shared with us: “It’s nice to have a beer
people love this much.”
www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.42
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NewPRODUCTS
New to Finley
Drake’s Brewing Co.
Drake’s Brewing is an independent craft brewery
located in San Leandro, CA, dedicated to bringing
people together over great beer since 1989.
Drake’s started brewing inside a former Dodge car
factory during the first wave of craft beer in the
Bay Area. Since then, the company has evolved
from pioneer to persistent innovator, and we’re
proud to welcome them to the Finley portfolio.

Drake’s Best Coast IPA
A classic West Coast IPA! Best Coast IPA is a
harmonious fusion of resinous pine and orange
peel cascading over a backdrop of lightly
toasted caramel and brisk bitterness. Revel
in the bright aromatics and let Drake’s Best
Coast IPA show you why the West Coast is the
Best Coast! ABV: 7.0% Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

Drake’s Denogginizer
Brace yourself. Denogginizer is a massive Double IPA
that’s sublimely hopped with an over-the-top dosing
of dank, sticky, West Coast hops. With just enough
malt backbone to keep the big, bold, resinous
hop monster in check, be careful, you might
lose your head to the Denogginizer. ABV: 9.75%
Packages: 12 oz. bottles and 19.2 oz. cans
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

coco5
Developed by the Head Trainer of the Chicago
Blackhawks and headquartered in Arizona,
coco5 is an all-natural beverage company.
Their proprietary formula with isotonic
properties achieves optimal hydration
for active individuals with rapid maximum
absorption. coco5 contains all 5 essential electrolytes
with no artificial ingredients and tastes great! Each
16.9 oz. bottle contains only 80 calories, with only
14g of sugar 120mg sodium and 160mg potassium.
Available flavors
include Cherry,
Orange, Limon
and Coconut.
Availability:
Year‑round, beginning
in April

NonAlcoholic!
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NewPRODUCTS
Topo Chico Margarita
Hard Seltzer Variety Pack
Discover a new side of hard
seltzer with Topo Chico Margarita
Hard Seltzer! Each flavor comes
in at 4.5% ABV and features Topo
Chico’s mineral water with the
bite of premium tequila flavor and
natural haze from lime juice. This
12-pack variety of cans contains
four authentic flavors: Signature
Margarita, Strawberry Hibiscus, Tropical Pineapple
and Prickly Pear. Availability: Year‑round, beginning in
April

Topo Chico Signature Margarita
Hard Seltzer 24 oz. Cans
Welcome the newest member of the
Topo Chico Hard Seltzer familia, Topo
Chico Margarita Hard Seltzer! Signature
Margarita’s crisp, refreshing take on hard
seltzer has all of Topo Chico’s signature
bubbles with premium tequila notes and
a natural haze from
fresh-squeezed lime
juice – all perfectly
balanced with a touch of agave
sweetness and a hint of salt.
ABV: 4.5% Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in April

Hop Valley Hazy Daze
Patty-O Pack
Introducing a new 2/12
variety pack from Hop Valley.
The Hazy Daze Patty-O
Pack includes Operation
Vacation with accents
from the heavy dry-hopping
of Simcoe Cryo Hops;
Pineapple Stash House,
an island-inspired delight
with generous heaps of pineapple; Stash Panda with
Citra Cryo Hops and a hefty helping of grapefruit peel
to give this bright, hazy tropical ale an unmasked citrus
flavor and aroma; finally, Stash Bandicoot packs a
punch with a stash of Citra, Ahtanum and Chinook
Cryo Hops plus notes of apricots and red berries.
Availability: Now! Year‑round

NewPRODUCTS
Smirnoff Ice Neon Lemonades
Variety Pack

Guinness 0 Non Alcoholic
Draught

Smirnoff Ice Neon Lemonades
are the perfect combo of sweet
fruit flavor and tartness, packaged
up in vibrant, hot Miami vibes.
Smirnoff Ice is bringing a new
take on the booming lemonade
trend with this 12-pack slim can
mix which includes: Smirnoff
Ice Pink Lemonade, wonderfully tart lemonade taste
with hints of sweet raspberry and strawberry; Peach
Lemonade, a refreshing balance of sweet peaches
and tart lemons; Pineapple Lemonade, a combination
of juicy pineapple and freshly squeezed lemon flavors
and Blue Raspberry Lemonade, a refreshingly tart
lemonade with a sweet blue raspberry finish. ABV: 4.5%
Availability: Now! Year‑round

Brewed at St. James’s Gate in Dublin
(the home of Guinness), each
pint of Guinness 0 Non
Alcoholic Draught is packed
with the same quality Irish
malt and roasted barley as
the Guinness Draught Stout
you know and love. It’s all the remarkably
smooth and delicious taste without the
alcohol! ABV: 0.5% Package: 14.9 oz. cans only
Availability: Now! Year‑round

Smirnoff Seltzer Neon
Lemonades Variety Pack
Smirnoff Seltzer Neon Lemonades
are perfectly sweet and tart, at just
4.5% ABV. By combining the vibes
of Miami with the hottest flavors,
Smirnoff Seltzer is bringing a new
take on the booming lemonade
trend. This 12-pack slim can
mix includes: Pink Lemonade
Seltzer, wonderfully tart lemonade flavor with hints
of sweet raspberry and strawberry; Peach Lemonade
Seltzer, a refreshing balance of sweet peaches and tart
lemons; Pineapple Lemonade Seltzer, a combination
of juicy pineapple and freshly squeezed lemon flavors
and Blue Raspberry Lemonade Seltzer, a refreshingly
tart lemonade with a sweet blue raspberry finish.
Availability: Now! Year‑round

Smirnoff Ice Poco Pico Pack
The new Smirnoff Ice Poco
Pico Pack includes a variety of
Smirnoff Ice flavors with a spicy
edge at a sessionable 4.5% ABV.
The delicious flavors included in
this 2/12 can variety are: Spicy
Tamarind, a perfect balance of
juicy tamarind and subtle spice
with a refreshing lemon and lime finish; Pineapple
Jalapeño, a blend of fresh, juicy pineapple and green
jalapeño with a subtle, spicy kick; Spicy Margarita,
a delicious margarita flavor with juicy bursts of lime
and a hint of heat and Mango Chili, a refreshing,
fruity, mango-flavored seltzer with a hint of chili for a
delightfully spicy finish. Availability: Now! Year‑round

NonAlcoholic!

Lone River RanchRita
Lone River RanchRita is a deliciously light-tasting,
premium-brewed, margarita-style beverage made with
real lime juice and organic agave nectar steeped in
far West Texas tradition. RanchRita leverages what
consumers love about Lone River Ranch Water Hard
Seltzer (clean taste, high quality ingredients) and
delivers a fuller-bodied flavor profile that’s closer to
the taste of a classic Margarita – the #1 cocktail
in America! ABV: 6.0% Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

Rey Azul Tequila & Soda
Rey Azul, or “Blue King”, celebrates the iconic blue
agave grown in the highlands of Jalisco, Mexico. The
same families who grow and harvest this particularly
flavorful agave distill Rey Azul’s premium Blanco
Tequila. It is then carefully blended with sparkling water
and natural flavors to bring unparalleled refreshment.
Inspired by Mexican heritage, Rey Azul Tequila & Soda
will be available in three flavors: Lime with a hint of
cucumber, Mango with a hint of sea salt and Pineapple
with a hint of jalapeno. ABV: 5.0% Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: Year‑round, beginning in May
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NewPRODUCTS
White Claw REFRSHR
Lemonade Variety Pack
As the category
leader, now is the
right time for White
Claw to define the
taste benchmark for
lemonade seltzer.
This spring will see
the launch of White
Claw REFRSHR Lemonade in four refreshing, unique
and exciting flavors, all just 100 calories, 1g carbs and
gluten-free. The 12-pack can mix includes: Limón with
a hint of Calamansi (a popular citrus fruit from Japan,
noted for its sharp citrus taste with the sourness of lime
and sweetness of orange), Blackberry with a hint of red
cherry, Blood Orange with a hint of black raspberry and
Strawberry with a hint of kiwi. Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in April

White Claw REFRSHR
Iced Tea Variety Pack
White Claw REFRSHR Iced Tea is made with sustainably
sourced, brewed tea certified by the Rainforest Alliance.
It delivers fantastic, real brewed tea refreshment at
only 100 calories and 1g of sugar. Included in the
12-pack can variety are four gluten-free iced tea
flavors: Peach, Lemon, Strawberry and Mango.
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

Modelo Cantarito Style Cerveza
Meet the light beer with
more to it. Based on the
popular Mexican cocktail,
Modelo Cantarito Style
Cerveza is the classic
Modelo Especial with a hint
of real juice from grapefruit,
orange and lime – and only
100 calories! ABV: 3.5%
Packages: 12 and 24 oz.
cans Availability: Now! Year‑round

SanTan Spirits SunSplash
Vodka Sodas
Ready-to-Drink?! Yes PLEASE! SunSplash is SanTan’s
new line of RTD vodka sodas in sleek cans. SunSplash
is made with their St. Anne’s Handmade Vodka,
pure sparkling water and all natural flavors. Only
100 Calories, zero sugar, zero carbs, gluten free and
available in 3
popular flavors:
Cherry Lime,
Watermelon &
White Peach.
Proudly Made in
Arizona. ABV: 5.0%
Package: 12 oz.
cans only
Availability: Now!
Year‑round

Seagram’s Escapes Cocktails
Cayman Jack Margarita Variety
Cayman Jack is the
margarita leader with the
top 2 margarita SKUs
in the entire ready-todrink category (spirit and
malt). The new Cayman
Jack Margarita Pack is a
natural extension to the
portfolio. This 2/12 variety of margarita flavors appeals
to the most consumers and is sure to be a hit: Classic,
Mango, Strawberry and Watermelon Margarita.
ABV: 5.8% Availability: Now! Year‑round
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New Seagram’s Escapes Cocktails appeal to socially
active adults who appreciate well-known brands
that offer healthy options and don’t ask them to
compromise how they look and feel. Each full-flavor
slim can offers refreshing cocktail taste at only 100
calories. Flavors include Strawberry Margarita,
Pineapple Mule, Grapefruit Paloma and Lemon
Collins. ABV: 5.0% Package: 12 oz. slim cans only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

NewPRODUCTS

NewPACKAGES

Juneshine Mango Daydream
Hard Kombucha

Dos Equis Lime & Salt 12-packs

Feet on the ground. Head in the clouds. Can in
hand. Meet Mango Daydream – an all-organic hard
booch twice brewed with a tropical trifecta of juicy
mangoes, pineapples
and oranges – spiced
just right with the perfect
pinch of cayenne pepper.
Dream on! ABV: 6.0%
Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in April

Dos Equis Lime & Salt is
Dos Equis Especial Lager
with a refreshing touch
of lime and salt – and
you can now get it in a
12-pack of 12 oz. cans!
This exciting beer brings
the on-premise ritual of
adding lime and salt to
Dos Equis Lager into a can.
The aroma is a nuanced blend of malts,
spices and earth notes with a touch of sweet lime and
just a hint of salt for a refreshing finish. ABV: 4.5%
Availability: Now, year‑round

Shiner Sea Salt & Lime
Now Available Year-Round

Dos Equis Ranch Water
Hard Seltzer Classic Lime
Now in 24-oz. Cans

This sessionable brew made with real lime peel and
artisanal sea salt for an authentic and refreshing flavor
is now available all year
long! Sea Salt & Lime
is perfect for outdoor
patios, indoor sofas or
anywhere you want to sit
back and relax. ABV: 4.0%
Package: 12 oz. cans
only Availability: Now!
Year‑round

Athletic Lite
Athletic is adding a new year‑round core
flagship to its portfolio: a low calorie, low
carb light lager. With only 25 calories,
5 carbs and all the great taste, Athletic
Lite is your new everyday occasion brew.
This was the #1 requested style from
Athletic’s partners and fans, and the brewing teams
worked tirelessly to perfect this style. Made with
all organic grains and premium grade hops, it will
offer a light & refreshing taste, expertly crafted with
premium ingredients. Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in April

NonAlcoholic!

Dos Equis Ranch Water Classic Lime
is a hard seltzer with country soul. It
has a crisp, clean finish with a subtle
hint of lime. ABV: 4.5% Packages: 12
and 24 oz. cans Availability: Now,
year‑round

White Claw and Cayman Jack
19.2 oz. Cans Transition to
24 oz. Cans
Due to producers not being
able to meet demand, this
May, all White Claw and
Cayman Jack 19.2 oz.
cans will be transitioned
to 24 oz. cans. The new
24 oz. cans will retain the
same UPC as the 19.2 oz.
cans they will replace.
Across the industry, 24 oz.
cans represent 78% of
all single serve can sales and accounted for the largest
dollar sales growth last year. This package change will
resonate with the consumer and keep these brands in
a premium position. Availability: Year‑round, beginning
in May
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NewPACKAGES
Coors Light Summer Packaging

Sol Summer Packaging

This summer, blue
mountains are a sign
it’s about to get more
Chill than ever. When
limited-edition Coors
Light summer cans and
aluminum pints turn as
cold as the Rockies, a blue QR code is revealed to take
drinkers on a journey to summer Chill where they’ll find
the chance to win Chill experiences such as tube rides,
salsa lessons and more! Availability: May

Sol’s annual Street Artist Series
continues in its third year with exclusive
12 oz. can packaging featuring artwork
by international street artist Farid
Rueda. Appearing in stores in time
for Cinco de Mayo celebrations, the
bright, eye-catching graphics featuring
authentic Mexico-inspired illustrations make for great
displays. And don’t miss out on exclusive merch
including limited-edition hats, bandanas and sunglasses.
Availability: March

Blue Moon Baseball Packaging

Leinie’s Summer Shandy
Packaging

Blue Moon Belgian-Style Wheat Ale was originally
crafted at Coors Field’s Sandlot in Denver, Colorado,
and this season they’re shouting from the stands that
this unique taste could only be born in a ballpark. Fans
can pick up baseball packaging featuring ballgamethemed “Made Brighter” illustrations and baseball
stitching added to the iconic moon logo. Fans
can also scan the diamondshaped QR code on every
pack to learn more about
Blue Moon’s baseball roots
and unlock new DraftKings
challenges for the chance to
win baseball prizes every day!
Availability: April

Miller Lite – The Original Red,
White and Blue
The original light beer will be the centerpiece of every
4th of July beer display this summer, thanks to the
return of Miller Lite’s iconic Americana packaging.
Each striped and spangled secondary pack of classic
Miller Lite cans lets stores build impressive American
flag displays – and lets shoppers bring home a little
Americana of their own. Packages: 12, 16 and 24 oz.
cans Availability: May

Spotting Leinie’s Summer Shandy
on shelves is the official sign that
summer has unofficially begun, and
this year they’re helping shoppers
get their first taste of summer even
earlier! Updated Summer Shandy
displays showcase the new lemon
fresh packaging by inviting everyone
to bring their own summer whenever
they’re ready. Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in March

SanTan Brewing Co. Juicy Jack
24 oz. Cans and 12-Packs
Spring just got juicier! SanTan’s
popular juicy, hazy IPA is now
available in 24 oz. cans and a
12-pack of 12 oz. cans (and
you can still find it in 6-packs
of 12 oz. cans). Juicy Jack
delivers as an IPA with smooth
intensity, dosing out an intense
aroma of apricots and peaches.
ABV: 6.5% Availability: Now! Year‑round

A New Look for
Firestone Walker Union Jack
Firestone Walker is introducing a brand-new look for
their iconic West Coast IPA that’s packed with intense
flavors of grapefruit, tangerine and citrus balanced
with a hint of malt sweetness.
The new look was inspired by
the brewery’s 25th Anniversary
last year and pays tribute to the
original “Firestone hoop.” The new
design allows for better brand
blocking and customer recognition.
Availability: Now! Year‑round
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NewPACKAGES
Crook & Marker Classic Lime
and Strawberry Hibiscus
Margarita 750ml Bottles
Crook & Marker is ready for
rocks this year. Introducing
750ml ready-to-serve Lime
Margarita and Strawberry
Hibiscus Margarita. These
offerings will deliver a
premium, organic solution
in the space with a
higher ABV and glass
vessel that ups the ante,
poised to bring a highend, health-conscious
consumer to the
fast-growing category
of RTDs. ABV: 5.0%
Availability: Now!
Year‑round

New Belgium VooDoo Ranger
Juice Force 12 oz. Cans
Meet your newest wingman, now
in a 6-pack of 12 oz. cans! Juice
Force is a fruit forward, highly
drinkable, 9.5% ABV blast. Buckle
up!!! This Hazy IPA will have you
buzzing the tower in no time.
Availability: Now! Year‑round

Jack Daniel’s
Watermelon Punch
Country Cocktails 23.5 oz.Cans
A refreshing take on a Tennessee
tradition, sales of Jack Daniel’s
Watermelon Punch 6-pack bottles
in Arizona show that consumers
love this beverage. And now that it’s
available in 23.5 oz.cans, it’s perfect
for pools, golf courses and anywhere
else glass isn’t allowed! ABV: 4.8%
Availability: Year‑round beginning in April

SeasonalSELECTIONS
When Demand Exceeds Supply
Many of our craft seasonal and specialty releases are
available in limited or extremely limited quantities.
Breweries only produce a certain amount of their specialty
beers and Finley does all we can to get as much product
as possible. In addition, this publication is compiled
months prior to the decision made by the brewery to
allocate their products to the wholesaler. Variations in
production for some of these limited release offerings will
fluctuate, resulting in lower quantities than anticipated.
Please feel free to discuss seasonal selections with your
Route Manager. If an item is out of stock, they will be
able to offer similar suggestions.

Mike’s Hard Pineapple
Passion Fruit
Sweet, juicy pineapple
notes are perfectly
balanced with
tropical passion
fruit in Mike’s
newest seasonal. With
just the right balance of
sweetness and tartness, every
sip is extremely refreshing
and drinkable. ABV: 5.0%
Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: April

NEW!

New Belgium
VooDoo Ranger 1985
This totally awesome Voodoo
Rotator is back by popular
demand! Loaded with Juicy
Mango flavor, 1985 takes you
back to the future of Hazy IPAs.
ABV: 6.7% Packages: 12 oz.
cans and draft Availability: Now

New Belgium Summer Bliss
With splashes of lemon and mango
this easy-drinking wheat is the
grown-up version of summer
vacation. Raise your glass to the
sunny days ahead. ABV: 5.5%
Packages: 12 oz. cans and draft
Availability: April
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
Samuel Adams Summer Ale
Golden, hazy and thirst-quenching, this American
citrus wheat ale is synonymous with summer. A
blend of orange, lime and lemon peel creates
a refreshing citrus aroma. Grains of paradise
accent the crisp wheat character with a subtle
spice that finishes clean. Iconic as it is refreshing,
Summer Ale is just right for any summer day.
ABV: 5.3% Packages: 12 oz. bottles and draft
Availability: Now!

Samuel Adams
Summer Squeeze
Variety Pack

NEW
MIX!

This 12-pack variety of bottles
features four easy-drinking
beers for spontaneous summer
occasions. Seasonal favorites Summer Ale
and Porch Rocker are joined by VP exclusives
Beach Session IPA and new Tropical Wheat
Ale. Availability: March

Truly Hard Seltzer Poolside
Variety Pack

NEW
Turn up the music and kick back with
VARIETY
Truly’s new limited-edition 12-pack slim
PACK!
can variety, inspired by Grammy winner
Dua Lipa. This summer mix is chock-full of
fun, cocktail-inspired seltzers
including Strawberry Melon
Fizz, Orange Peach Fizz,
HIWI Mojito Style Seltzer
and Piña Colada Style
Seltzer. Availability: May
Angry Orchard
Summer Party Pack

NEW
MIX!

The perfect flavors for warm
weather and good vibes,
Angry Orchard’s Summer Party
Pack features four deliciously
refreshing hard ciders fit for
summertime sipping. The 2/12
mix of bottles includes Crisp
Apple, Peach Mango, Strawberry and
new Tropical Hard Fruit Cider. The perfect
pack to pick up for any summer activity,
Angry Orchard’s Summer Party Pack offers a
fruity flavor for everyone. Availability: March
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Dogfish Head 120 Minute IPA
Unfiltered and abundantly hoppy, 120 Minute IPA
is the Holy Grail for hopheads! Making its return
with all-new label artwork, this continually hopped
Imperial IPA is brewed with a copious amount of
high-alpha American hops throughout the boil and
whirlpool, and then is dry-hopped with even more
hops. Clocking in at 15-20% ABV, 120 Minute
IPA’s high ABV makes it an excellent candidate for
aging. ABV: 15-20% Packages: 12 oz. bottles
and draft Availability: April

SanTan Mr. Pineapple
Mr. Pineapple is a seasonal favorite with an almost
“cult-like” following. A stylish wheat with a tropical
personality, Mr. Pineapple is
infused with fresh pineapple
juice that adds some seriously
cool character to this traditional
wheat beer. ABV: 5.0%
Packages: 12 oz. cans and
draft Availability: Now

Firestone Walker IPA (Can)
Mixed Pack with Blanc Noise
Firestone Walker has added a new,
rotating beer to their 2/12 IPA can variety
pack. The brewery turned up the volume
on two of their favorite hops to create
this “treasure beer,” called Blanc Noise
– a highly stylized hazy IPA. Germany’s
Hallertau Blanc hops stand out from the
crowd with their signature notes of white
wine, lemongrass and tropical fruit. New
Zealand’s Nelson Sauvin hops were also included,
which share similar flavors that jive perfectly with
Blanc. Blanc Noise joins Mind Haze, Hopnosis and
Union Jack in this 12-pack mix. Availability: March

NEW
MIX!

Firestone Walker IPA (Bottle)
Mixed Pack with
Simcoe Sequence
The newest rotating “treasure beer” in
Firestone Walker’s IPA (Bottle) Mixed
Pack is Simcoe Sequence. Two
uniquely emphatic hops were blended to
create this bold and complex West Coast IPA.
The iconic Simcoe hops combine classic Northwest
notes of pine and citrus with punchy passionfruit
flavors, while the trending Motueka hops from New
Zealand layer in hints of citrusy lime and tropical fruit.
Joining Simcoe Sequence in this 12-pack variety are
Hopnosis IPA and Union Jack. Availability: April

NEW
MIX!

SeasonalSELECTIONS
Lagunitas
The Waldos’ Special Ale
The dankest and hoppiest beer ever
brewed by Lagunitas was made in
honor of the origins of 420. This
Triple IPA is herbaceous, botanical,
resinous and dank… brewed for
Treasure Hunters everywhere.
ABV: 11.7% Package: 12 oz. bottles
only Availability: Late March

Lagunitas StereoHopic Volume 5
The fifth release in Lagunitas’s
StereoHopic series of
experimental hop duets
shows what happens when
the berrytastical Strata
mixes it up with the peachy,
cherry-y, stone fruity orchard
of Ekuanot. It’s simply fruit
cocktailian. ABV: 7.2% Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: May

Left Hand Key Lime Pie Nitro
Key Lime Pie Nitro is as tart and tropical as the
mouth-watering dessert it’s named for. This sour
ale combines the puckering brightness of real
lime juice and lime peel with creamy lactose
richness. Their blend of malts is enhanced
by vanilla and cinnamon, providing a layer of
flavor reminiscent of graham cracker crust.
This velvety, citrusy sour is then finished off
with the addition of nitrogen. As you watch all the tiny
Nitro bubbles cascade into your glass, the pillowy head
tops off your experience like a dollop of fresh whipped
cream. Each sip mimics a spoonful of Key Lime Pie,
and we bet you can’t have just one slice. ABV: 7.3%
Packages: 13.65 oz. cans and draft Availability: March

Left Hand Double Milk Stout
If you mess with the bull, you get the
horns. Steer into this robust Double
Milk Stout bucking with decadent
notes of chocolate, espresso, dark
cherry, toffee and vanilla. Creamy,
rich and full-bodied, this 10.5%
imperial stout will rope you in from
your first sip. Package: 12 oz.
bottles only Availability: March

Seagram’s Escapes Italian Ice
Seasonal Variety Pack

NEW
MIX!

Seagram’s Escapes has partnered with Rosati
Ice, the original Italian Ice company in the U.S.,
to bring consumers new flavors. The Variety
12-pack of bottles includes Cherry
Italian Ice, Blue Raspberry
Italian Ice and Mango
Italian Ice. This
incremental assortment
means incremental
sales. Availability: April

Schilling Big Zesty
Guava Lemonade
This cider is the real peel – a paradise
of sweet guava nectar and tangy lemon
juice. Small but mighty, one smooth sip
can transport anyone to an island lifestyle.
Let the good tides roll with your new main
squeeze. ABV: 6.9% Packages: 12 oz.
and 19.2 oz. cans Availability: 12 oz.
cans available May, 19.2 oz. cans available year‑round

Athletic Chelada Nada
Shiner Hill Country Peach Wheat
When you take a traditional
Bavarian wheat beer and
add a healthy dose of Texas
peaches, the result is Shiner
Hill Country Peach Wheat.
Ripe for the drinking, super
juicy and fruit-forward with
a lovely wheat backbone,
it’s sure to quench anyone’s thirst. ABV: 4.5%
Package: 12 oz. bottles only Availability: May

This May, Athletic will be releasing
Chelada Nada, a limited time offer brew
only available in the Southwest. A fiery &
festive brew that is a modern twist on the
Michelada, this small batch pilot brew is a
collaboration brew with Arriba Chelada. It’s
light & bright with a blend of sweet tomato,
spicy chili pepper and zesty lime flavors,
and pairs perfectly with the tradition
of Cinco de Mayo or any hot summer
occasion. Salud! Package: 12 oz. cans
only Availability: May

NonAlcoholic!
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Programs
Coors Light and
TravisMathew
Signature Gear
Lifestyle golf brand TravisMathew has
been soaring to new heights ever
since it was founded in 2007, and
now the brand that’s been embraced
by celebrities (Mark Wahlberg and
Chris Pratt) and athletes (Matt Ryan,
Jimmy Garoppolo and the world’s
#1 golfer Jon Rahm) has created a
signature line of gear that’s perfect
for an afternoon on the links or
grabbing some Chill in the clubhouse.

Celebrate the Spirit
of Cinco with Topo
Chico Hard Seltzer

Blue Moon Makes
Summer Brighter
No matter how people spend the
summer, Blue Moon can make it
brighter! Whether they are dancing
at a festival, relaxing by the water or
cheering at the ballpark, scanning
Blue Moon POS will unlock a spin
wheel for chances to instantly win
prizes that make all three occasions
even brighter! And, for the month
of the solstice (6/21), everyone can
celebrate even more with the chance
to win $621 in beer money!

Keystone Light and
Realtree Summer
Camo Collection
Keystone Light and Realtree are
teaming up to make sure nobody
has to hunt for a cold one this
summer. POS features a brandnew Realtree camo pattern
created just for Keystone Light
and shows shoppers the only
way fans can get their hands on
it. Scan codes on POS for the
chance to instantly win a hat,
cooler, fishing shirt and more gear
featuring the exclusive pattern.
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Pass the
Summer Vibez
This summer, Vizzy fans won’t
just be sharing the bold flavors of
their favorite hard seltzer made
with antioxidant vitamin C –
they’ll also be passing the Vizzy
Vibes! When drinkers scan any
Vizzy can, they’ll unlock positive
messages and have the chance
to win cold, hard cash with
every share.

This Cinco, the Mexican flavors of
Topo Chico Hard Seltzer will bring
everyone authentic ways to celebrate
one of Mexico’s most storied
traditions. Messaging featuring
custom Papel Picado visuals will draw
in shoppers, while scannable codes
on every display will lead them to
countless authentic recipes for all
their Cinco hosting needs, thanks to
the brand’s newest partner, Chicory.

Summer as Italians Do
When shoppers pick up the crisp,
refreshing taste of Peroni Nastro
Azzurro, they’ll unlock the secret to
a truly Italian summer all around
them. When shoppers scan POS on
displays, they’ll sign up for alerts and
reminders for authentically Italian
ways to enjoy summer with prizes,
offers and inspiration all summer
long – from local Italian eatery guides
to $10 towards craft mid-summer
Peroni cocktails or even their own
authentic Italian pizza oven!

Programs

Summer is the season that beer
was made for. The original light
beer, Miller Lite, is celebrating
beer loud and proud all summer
long. Anywhere consumers find
Miller Lite, drinkers can scan
POS to unlock exclusive offers
for every summer holiday and
chances to have Miller Lite pick
up their tab!

Great Round,
Great Taste
Every round of golf and every round
of beers can be served with great
taste thanks to the 96 calories of
the original light beer. Miller Lite is
bringing the excitement of the links
into every store with golf cart case
stackers, dimensional golfer standees
and putting green floor mats.

Miller Lite Pride
Miller Lite knows a thing or
two about originality, and this
year they’re helping everyone
be proud of their authentic,
original selves. Limited-edition
LGBTQ+ visuals feature can
designs inspired by the colors
of progress and identity flags
while raising awareness of
Miller Lite’s partnership with
the Equality Federation.

Tastes Like Beer,
Lemonade and
Summertime
Nothing says summer like Leinie’s
Summer Shandy, and now shoppers
can find even more summer fun
everywhere they find the unofficial
flavor of summer! Scan Summer
Shandy POS everywhere for the
chance to spend summer Leinie’s
style with your own inflatable
Leinie’s lemon.

Firestone Walker
Rebate Offers
Consumers can get $4 back when
they buy any Firestone Walker
12-pack or any two Firestone
packages by scanning a QR code
on themed POS, purchasing the
required items, completing the
redemption form, uploading a picture
of the receipt and submitting. They
will receive the rebate via Venmo
or Paypal.

805 Salud to Cinco
805 from Firestone Walker is made
for the party starters. Celebrate Cinco
de Mayo with 805 and 805 Cerveza
including limited edition Cerveza cans
and bottles plus POS to capitalize on
this key Hispanic holiday.
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Programs

Heineken 2022 Soccer
Prediction Challenge
This year, Heineken is partnering with
DraftKings to add more excitement
to match day. With a free-to-play
prediction series timed around
major soccer moments in 2022, the
Heineken Soccer Prediction Challenge
will give consumers the potential to
win up to $100K in cash prizes over
20 contests throughout season. From
March 1st to December 31st, Heineken
will ensure that consumers can get in
on the action of key matches.

Paulaner Grill
with Better Bier
Sweepstakes
Paulaner has cooked up a hot new
campaign this spring that pairs some
great grilling recipes with some
Paulaner favorites: Hefe-Weizen and
Münchner Lager. Starting March 1st,
consumers can enter for a chance to
win a deluxe grill and gear by naming
a BBQ recipe! Follow @PaulanerUSA
on Instagram and help name their
barbeque recipes in the comments
section of their designated grilling
posts. Grill like you mean it! Prost!
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Win the Ultimate
Heineken Experience
Now through end of the year,
Heineken will reinforce to consumers
that it is the perfect choice for those
in search of uncompromised taste
from an authentic brand. Through
a simple QR code scan, consumers
will participate in an interactive
trivia experience where they will be
educated on the quality credentials
unique to the Heineken brewing
process and they can test their
knowledge. The first 100 consumers
per month to answer four questions
correctly will receive a $7 cash payout
for their next Heineken purchase. One
lucky winner (and a guest) will win a
trip to Amsterdam for the Ultimate
Heineken Experience.

Heineken
Slim Can Sweeps
Summer is the perfect time to cool
off with a crisp, refreshing Heineken,
and now, Heineken is sleeker than
ever before in its newly packaged
slim can. Consumers will snap a pic
of their summer celebration occasion
with Heineken, share on social with
#Heinekenslimcan and be entered
to win a custom Brümate Hopsulator
Slim. There will be weekly winners all
summer long!

Seagram’s Italian Ice
Buy & Get
From March 1st through May 31st, consumers
can create their own Escapes-infused ice pops.
Custom POS encourages consumers to scan for
their chance to get an ice pop mold when they
purchase a variety 12-pack.

Seagram’s Escapes
100 Days of Prizes
Seagram’s Escapes is giving away 100
Summer-Themed prizes for 100 days to kick
off summer! One lucky winner per day starts
on May 24th and runs through August 31st by
scanning the QR code on themed POS.

Programs

Corona de Mayo
The Premier U.S.
Open Experience

Corona is the Official
Import Beer of Major
League Baseball
This season, Corona refreshes
American’s pastime, bringing energy
and optimism and inspiring fans
to live every inning to the fullest.
As an Official MLB partner, Corona
will be able to feature MLB marks
nationally, leveraging these marks
across broadcast/TV, digital, social,
radio, retail and print. Activated
brands include Corona Extra, Corona
Premier, Corona Hard Seltzer and
Corona Refresca. Stay tuned for
national retail programming kicking
off later this year around the MLB AllStar Game and the postseason. More
details to follow!

Corona Premier is back for year
four of its partnership with the
U.S. Open. This year, Corona Hard
Seltzer will also be joining in on
the fun! The 2022 tournament
takes place at The Country Club
in Brookline, Massachusetts from
Thursday, June 13th through Sunday,
June 16th. Corona is offering
consumers a chance to win tickets
to the tournament or experience the
Premier golf experience wherever
they are with prizes from partners
GolfNow and TravisMathew. Corona
Premier is launching a robust multichannel media campaign to recruit
new drinkers and drive momentum
for the brand. Highly targeted media
placements include on-air presence
during the PGA Championship
and U.S. Open, as well as an
on-site sponsorship of American
Century Championship.

Corona can’t wait to see consumers
on Cinco for the brand’s most fun and
festive celebration yet. All-new Corona
Cincograms will connect consumers
to the fiesta via Uber Eats, while new
thematic displays and an expanded
collaboration with Old El Paso brings
new pairing recipes and excitement
at retail. Leading up to the Cinco
holiday, look out for a high-profile
TV spot during the NFL draft, plus
additional digital and social support to
drive relevance between Corona and
Cinco celebrations.

Moosehead Celebrates
New Dads

Fiesta Further with
Pacifico

Moosehead celebrates Father’s Day this year
by recognizing the once-in-a-lifetime moment
of becoming a dad for the first time! From May
1st through June 30th consumers can enter-towin a $2000 gift card to help offset the cost
of fatherhood. Consumers will simply visit a
Moosehead display at a participating retailer
and scan the QR code on themed POS to enter
the sweepstakes.

Pacifico believes Cinco de Mayo is
more than just a day. It’s being in
the moment. It’s getting together and
raising your glass (or bottle) to the
independent spirit in you. This year,
Pacifico is celebrating in a big way
and encouraging consumers to Fiesta
Further with updated creative featuring
bright, bold visuals from awardwinning illustrator Daniel Diosdado.
National TV launches in April alongside
increased national digital support that
will resonate with millennial and LDA
Gen Z consumers alike.

In addition, consumers will enjoy a $5 rebate on select packages of the
award-winning lager!
There’s no moment quite like becoming a dad for the first time and
Moosehead will be there to join the celebration.
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Programs
Win a Personal
White Claw
Water Craft
From May through July,
White Claw is offering
consumers the chance to
win a personal water craft
or exclusive White Claw
Hard Seltzer water sports
gear, simply by scanning a
QR code on themed POS.

Win a Trip to the 2023
Kentucky Derby with
White Claw
This April and May, consumers can
scan a QR code on themed White
Claw POS to enter-to-win a trip to the
Kentucky Derby in 2023!

Smirnoff Ice and
Smirnoff Seltzer
Summer Flavor Fest
Sweeps
Smirnoff Ice and Smirnoff Seltzer
are doing what they do best: flavors
and fun! From May 1st through
September 10th, consumers will
have a chance to win the ultimate
concert experience! The Summer
Flavor Fest Sweepstakes will award
one lucky grand prize winner with
a trip for six to the concert of their
choice, complete with airfare,
accommodations, limousine service
and spending money. The first-place
winner will receive a trip for two
to the concert experience of their
choice and 100 winners will receive
a JBL pillbox speaker! Dynamic POS
communicates the program and
features any number of Smirnoff Ice
and Smirnoff Seltzer current and new
flavors, anchored by a bright Smirnoff
concert tour bus mass stacker
display centerpiece.
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Programs

So Many Sams,
So Little Summer

Angry Orchard’s
Send Off to
Summer
This April and May, consumers
will have a chance to win
a Coast-to-Coast getaway
starting with a VIP experience
at Angry Orchard’s 60-acre
orchard in the heart of the
Hudson Valley, NY. On top of
that, Angry Orchard is also
giving away the chance to
choose one summer music
festival experience.

Dogfish Head
Celebrates
Earth Month
Aligning with the cultural moment
of Earth Month, Dogfish Head’s
“Mother Nature, Let’s Do This!”
retail program is returning for a
second year this April with an
even more impactful approach,
including eco-conscious brand
collaborations, thoughtfully
sourced and designed POS
materials and a call-to-action
that encourages drinkers to give
back. On-premise, Dogfish Head
will work to drive features of
60 Minute IPA and Hazy-O! by
utilizing Earth Month POS and
offering a special sweepstakes
to consumers. Off-premise, the
brand will focus on driving displays
of its variety 12-packs alongside
12-packs of its core products: 60
Minute IPA, SeaQuench Ale and
Slightly Mighty!

Golf with Twisted Tea
Twisted Tea is all about fun in the
sun, and what better way to do it
than by getting out and enjoying a
day of sunshine and shenanigans
with your friends on the links?
From now through May, Twisted Tea
drinkers can scan POS for a chance
to win their very own custom Twisted
Tea Golf Cart!

Sam Adams will own American
holidays at retail and drive awareness
of Variety Packs and spontaneous fun
with the Ultimate Road Trip giveaway.
Consumers can enter for a chance
to win the Ultimate Road Trip SUV, a
2022 Ford Bronco. This program will
be supported from all angles with a
robust media plan, POS, experiential
programs and more.

Truly & the
Barstool Classic
Truly is The Official Hard Seltzer
of the Barstool Classic for the 3rd
year. This year the tournament will
span 21 cities and culminate with
the Championships at Scottsdale’s
Grayhawk Golf Club. This partnership
will be supported with a robust media
platform as well as a full suite of
POS from March through November.
Truly will own C-stores, liquor stores
and the on-premise. A national
sweepstakes will also be run to give
consumers a chance to win a spot in
the Championship tournament.
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The BeerGUY
The Community Beer Built
By Chuck Knoll
I am writing this
in the middle
of Arizona Beer
Week, although
you are reading it
much later. That
means that I am
writing this in a
bit of a fog. The work day blends into
afternoon and evening events which
seem to merge into the next work
day. Needless to say, this is a very
busy time for folks in the industry –
and one where we don’t get much
rest, or eat properly. But it’s also
been such a positive week that has
shown that craft beer in Arizona is
alive and well, and folks want to get
out and celebrate good beer.
The planning for Beer Week begins
in November and culminates with
a week (actually 10 days) of beer
dinners, tap takeovers and other
events each designed to showcase
the featured brands. The centerpiece
of Beer Week is the Strong Beer
Festival which was held this year at
Bell Bank Park in Mesa.
After missing out in 2021, Strong
Beer Festival came back with a
vengeance. There were a couple
of glitches attributable to rusty
memories and a new facility, but,
during the time people were inside
the festival, it was all about beer, and
it was just as it used to be. Watching
the attendees circle the park and
decide which tents to check out,
discuss which beers they enjoyed the
most and generally have a good time
was an outstanding thing to see.
What it really reminded me of is that
beer is timeless. Dating back over
7,000 years, you would expect that
every variation on beer has been
tried and tested. However, every year
brewers are able to find new ways
to innovate. Sometimes they create
new styles like Hazy IPAs or the new
Cold IPAs. Sometimes they color
outside the lines and new categories
are born, like hard seltzer and new
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“…having a drink with other people is
what beer is meant to be.”
malt-based flavors. They age beer
in barrels and produce a variety
of interesting flavors – each barrel
providing a different impact – which
then blend together to make one
beer that tastes unlike any other.
More than anything else, craft beer
provides a sense of community.
Whether at Beer Week events,
festivals or simply sitting in your local
taproom enjoying beer with friends,
beer provides an opportunity for
people to come together and bond
over a mutual interest. It can bypass
gender and race to create a single
community with a common focus.
Brewers add to this by being involved
in their community. Look around;
at just about anything communityoriented, you are likely to see a
brewery involved. These breweries
are building a culture as much as

they are providing a great product
for people to enjoy. Done right, that
culture extends beyond the walls of
the brewery and touches the entire
local community.
You are part of this community.
Whether you’re working in the
industry or hanging out with friends,
look around and see the community
around you. Look at strangers having
a conversation and coming together.
Look at the flyers and posters on the
walls talking about community events
and the involvement of breweries and
beer brands.
Finally, take a moment and realize
that, for 7,000 years, beer is a
beverage that has been there to help
people build their communities. After
you do all that, order another beer;
because having a drink with other
people is what beer is meant to be.

RethinkingRETAIL
Don’t Waste Your Space

Maximize profits with a tailor-made space optimization program.
NASA says space is infinite, but in
retail we know that space is more
limited than ever. That’s why top
U.S. breweries have their best
analysts evaluating consumer
shopping habits to develop space
allocation programs – the most
effective tool in your arsenal to
increase sales of highly-profitable,
single-serve packages. With
summer approaching, there’s never
been a better time to reset the
cooler box, allocating more space to
big earners.
However you choose to approach your
reset, allocating space is all about
finding the right ratio of velocity &
margin – products that make money
because they move fast vs. products
that make money because they
bring in more dollars per unit – and
allocating shelf space accordingly.
Some programs give more weight to
high velocity items, while others focus
on the SKUs that have more bang

for the buck. Ultimately, the goal is
to find the right mix of products
that make your customers happy
while increasing profits. Singleserve packages are high-margin
items, averaging 35 – 45%, so
an optimized assortment is a
game changer.
That mix must be evaluated often,
but it’s a lot easier to nail down
when you have the right data at
your fingertips, and the right tools to
collect it. If your business has a POS
system and detailed digital records,
you’re ahead of the game because
you can review sales history. But if
you don’t have that kind of resource,
Finley’s Off-Premise Managers
and Space Planning Specialists,
including the company’s senior
sales directors, are available
to create a shelf set that will
enhance the profitability of
your business no matter the
size, location or customer base.

SINGLE-SERVE
DATA AT A GLANCE
An impulse purchase is
more likely to occur with
a single-serve vs. a multipack, particularly in the
high-end.
Convenience stores
growing singles
experienced 16% more
total category growth than
stores that did not.
More consumers are
buying singles (+5%)
and they’re buying more
units per trip (+2%) and
spending more per unit
(+5%) versus a year ago.
Within our company, there is always
a familiar face who knows your
business and is willing to lend a
hand. It’s what we do.

Southern Arizona Best-Selling Single-Serves
Here are some best-sellers in Finley’s territory to help in your selection process.
Steel Reserve 42 oz. bottle (12)
Milwaukee’s Best Ice 32 oz. can (12)
Twisted Tea 24 oz. can (12)
Steel Reserve 24 oz. can (12)
Miller High Life 32 oz. bottle (12)
Coors Light 24 oz. can (12)
Sol Chelada 24 oz. can (12)
Modelo Especial 24 oz. can (12)
Mickey’s Malt 40 oz. bottle (12)
Dos Equis Lager 24 oz. can (12)
Modelo Chelada 24 oz. can (12)
Mike’s Harder Lemonade 16 oz. can (24)
New Belgium VooDoo Ranger Imperial IPA 19.2 oz. can (15)
Mike’s Harder Lemonade 23.5 oz. can (12)
White Claw Black Cherry 19.2 oz. can (12)

Play the “hot hand” (recognizable, best-selling brands) and arrange them by segment & price point,
from high dollar to low dollar.
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2104 S. Euclid Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85713

Celebrate Cinco with Dos Equis
Cinco de Mayo is a time of celebration, tasty food and
chilled cervezas. Dos Equis is amplifying the good times
by inviting consumers to make lasting memories at
home or at their favorite Mexican restaurant. Because
this Cinco, consumers who purchase Dos Equis are
being rewarded with tiered prizes on the day of Cinco
and beyond. They will simply scan the QR code, then
upload to dosequis.com/cincodemayo. Two winners will
each receive $500 gift cards, while 25 winners will win
custom Cinco gift boxes.

Modelo Celebrates
What We’re Made Of
As the #1 import beer of Cinco de Mayo, Modelo is
celebrating what we’re made of, with its all-new Viva
Modelo campaign, featuring iconic mosaic tile creative
that brings renewed life to the Cinco celebration. As the
authentic beer of choice for Cinco de Mayo celebrations,
Modelo’s TV and media plan will include high profile
English and Spanish language TV, and a strong social
and digital presence. Modelo is partnering with 5 top
Mexican-American chefs – from restauranteurs to
bloggers and food truck entrepreneurs. Each chef will
share how they use food to showcase their modern
Mexican culture with the world.

